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Instructions:
o Use separate epplications for changes that are not related to eaeh othcr.
e Include sketches or pictures showing deign, sizes, colors, materials, etc. (a sketch is worth a thousand

words).
o FiIe live copies of the completed application at an HDC meeting; or mail, e-mail or give them to a

commission member for filing at the next meetinS
o It is recommended that applicants attend the meeting or send an agent. Even well prepared

applications generate questions and answering them quiekly will avoid delays.

o Until thc work is started, certifrcates expire if one year elepses or in case of sale. Once the work is
started it must be completed diligently.

r If you have any questions, please contaet the Commission.

Date: June 23,2020

Address of Property: The Ralanond School3 Raymond Circle. Royalstoru MA 01368

Ownels Narne: Town of Royalsto

Applicant's Name: Royalston Building Committee.

Applicant's mailing address: Street/P.O. Box: P0 Box 125.

City, State, Royalston, MA 01368

Please check the certificate applied for:
Xtr Appropriateness il Non-Applicability O Hardship

Short description ofthe proposed changes. (Provide the details on page 2 and on additional sheets and exhibits as necessary).

ln order to provide a roof that is more durable and maintainable, as well as meeting a key item in the energy

checklist provided by UMASS, we need to remove the chimney from this buildlng. Thls wlll remove a

structural interface between the chimney, which sits on a hard foundation, and the roof, which settles

normally over time. This interface is already causing the roof to "bow" upward around the chimney. This

removal will alsosimplifu the new roof by eliminating a major source of leakage and reduce the energy loss

inherent in any chimney. Once the originaloil-heater boiler is there willbe no need for a chimneY.

Any new energy-efficient HVAC system willnot require a chimney.

Ap,plicant's Signature
Chair, Royalston Building Committee

Date Fil
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Date Accepted for considerati on-ddJ!,N.Public Hearing ilNotices mailing date(s) 'J ui 22, 'Q-

Continuation date Applicant's signature o, Date-

Comments or conditions:







Chimney at Raymond School 
 
The town of Royalston takes its responsibility for the preservation and protection of its historic 
buildings seriously. The work currently being done on Raymond School is an example of this 
commitment. As we work to convert the building into usable office space, the town is making 
every effort to preserve and protect the structural integrity of the building while planning for 
maximum energy efficiency. To this end, the town is asking for the Historic District 
Commission’s permission to remove the chimney at Raymond School. 
  
The chimney was part of the oil-fired heating system. Because the old furnace will be replaced 
by a non-fossil fuel heating system the chimney will no longer be needed. Leaving it in place 
will only have a negative effect on both the energy efficiency and the structural integrity of the 
building.  
 
Following are details of each issue. 
 
Energy Efficiency:  When not used to exhaust gases from a furnace the chimney becomes a 
source of heat loss by wicking heated air out of the building. It also becomes a source of 
moisture penetration into the building and will require periodic maintenance so that it does not 
cause damage to the roof and rafters. The life of the new roof will be extended if there is no 
chimney. 
 
Should the chimney remain in place we would need to mitigate the heat loss by constructing an 
insulated box (chase) around it. A sealed and insulated box would make it far more likely that the 
building will be able to pass a blower door test, which is required by the building code.  
 
However, to construct a box with enough insulation would require using polyisocyanurate 
insulation twelve inches thick. The box and chimney would be approximately four feet square 
from the attic to the basement, costing between $4,000 to $6,000 to build and taking up valuable 
floor space in the building.  
 
Structural Integrity:   Brick chimneys that are no longer part of a functioning heating system 
create a weak point in the building’s envelope. The roofing, underlayment, base flashing, 
counterflashing, sheathing, and roof structure are all vulnerable to greater deterioration over 
time. This in turn increases both the cost of upkeep to the town and the damage to one of our 
historic buildings. 
 

Leaving a non-functioning chimney on Raymond School creates a hardship for the town because 
it will increase the cost of the roofing job.  It will increase the cost of insulation because we have 
to insulate the chimney itself and build an insulated chase.  It will increase ongoing maintenance 
costs because it represents a "weak point" in the roofing.  
 
 



From: Benjamin Weil

Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 12:42 PM

To: Tom Musco

Cc: Jim Barclay

Subject: Re: Raymond School Chimney

Hi Tom,

The following is my opinion about chimney removal for the building, based on a few photographs, some architectural drawings and a

few discussions with Jim Barclay.

If the chimney is no longer going to be needed to exhaust products of combus,on, it makes sense from the perspec,ves of energy

efficiency, ini,al and ongoing costs, and structural durability to remove it before re-roofing.

Energy:

While it is en,rely possible to plug up the chimney at it is, such that it is no longer a site of air leakage, it is simpler and easier to verify

if the chimney has been removed down to the level of the ceiling. This would allow simple materials (like drywall) to be used to patch

the hole and assure a con,nuous and con,guous air barrier at the ceiling level. Leaving the chimney in place will require more

advanced air sealing, but this is en,rely possible and is regularly done by weatheriza,on companies working on buildings where

chimneys do penetrate the air barrier of an a7c. There is some heat loss by conduc,on to the a7c, but encasing the chimney in

2-inches of foam board or spray foam, would do a more than adequate job of reducing this effect to a negligible level. A very energy

efficient building can be made of the Raymond School regardless of whether the chimney remains. It will be easier to do if it is

removed.

Ini,al Costs:

The cost of removing the chimney must be weighed against the cost of complex flashing required of the roofing company. While this

should be within the capacity of any roofer, it is more ,me consuming, and can be done improperly — with catastrophic results. This

usually requires the most experienced tradesperson, who usually charges more per hour than the rest of the roofing crew. In this

par,cular loca,on, the flashing is even more cri,cal, since it is near a valley where water will accumulate and can overtop insufficient

flashing. Moreover, with snow loads, flashing may be insufficient if snowmelt occurs on the roof, since the valley may trap water and

ice even in condi,ons that would not be as risky, if it were not near a valley.

There is some evidence that the roof ra;ers may be sagging in this area, and would need to be repaired or strengthened before re-

roofing can begin. This is rela,vely simple to do in areas where the roof structure does not have to accommodate a large penetra,on

wider than the ra;er layout (probably 16 inches on center). Building reinforcement around the chimney penetra,on will be more

expensive, complex and ,me consuming. If this is not done properly, the newly flashed chimney may “pull away” from the new roof, if

the roof sags due to snow load. Snow loads will be larger than the building has experienced because, up to now, it has not been

insulated. Once the a7c is insulated, snow will not melt as readily, so snow loads will be larger and last longer.

By contrast to skilled labor required to flash the chimney and reinforce the ra;ers, it is fairly simple for volunteers taking appropriate

safety precau,ons to take the chimney down.

Opera,ng Costs:
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This mainly relates to possible maintenance costs of the roof with the chimney in place. This could include roof leaks (since the

chimney is the most likely site of any roof leak). Depending on flashing material, staining and fungal growth on the shingles is more

likely below the chimney than in other loca,ons. This unevenness of roof staining might require periodic cleaning that might

otherwise be avoided.

Durability:

The issue of roof leaks and the need for very careful flashing has been addressed above. This is is the primary durability argument for

removing the chimney: it removes the main vulnerability for the roof. However, again, due to the placement of the chimney in a valley,

ice dams are more likely to cause a water penetra,on here than anywhere else. While, heat loss due to conduc,on through the

chimney is fairly small, it is enough that it can melt snow on the roof in the right condi,ons (thick snow, moderately warm

temperatures just below freezing). Ice dams form due to uneven hea,ng of a roof with snow on it. Snow in contact with the roof

becomes liquid and runs down to some loca,on where it is not heated and then re-freezes as ice. This accumulates forming a dam,

behind which liquid water builds up un,l it can be pushed up under shingles or flashing due to hydrosta,c pressure. This is par,cularly

problema,c in a valley due to the concentra,on of snow, the small pathway for water to run down and away, and the added risk of

water moving laterally under the roofing and underlayment on either side of the valley. Because the a7c will be well insulated, this

causes uneven hea,ng of the roof, right near the chimney. This has not been a problem in the past due to the uninsulated a7c. Ice

dams can cause tens of thousands of dollars in damage, ruining interior materials, the insula,on in the a7c, electrical equipment, and

even causing water absorp,on in brick and consequent spalling. The primary risk to retaining the chimney, in my opinion, stems from

its likelihood of causing ice dams in the roof valley. 

My lay opinion on historical aesthe,cs: This school would have been designed with a chimney. At the ,me all buildings were. It is

possible that the original concept drawings might not have had one. Very o;en architects would envision their buildings with “clean

lines” and only add a chimney, once the floor plan and the hea,ng systems loca,ons were decided upon. To my mind, if people did

not interact with the hea,ng systems, for example if it was a steam hea,ng system and not a wood stove or fireplace, then the

historical value from a human sense of place is reduced. In short, the chimney is really just a necessary part of an obsolete hea,ng

system. Once the hea,ng system is gone, the building’s integrity is enhanced by only including the aspects that reflect its use and not

the incidental components like the hea,ng system. An analogy might be if the Empire State Building, during its remodeling was

required to maintain the loading dock and chute originally used to load blocks of ice from New Hampshire to run its original cooling

system.

I hope this opinion is useful in making a decision.

Best Wishes,

 -Ben

Benjamin S. Weil, Ph.D.

Extension Assistant Professor Building Energy

Dept. of Environmental Conserva,on

University of MassachuseEs

Room 321, Design Building

551 E Pleasant St, Amherst, MA 01003

bweil@umass.edu

Office hours appointments: calendly.com/benweil
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